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College HumanitiesLos Angeles Valley & Communications
Career & Academic Pathway

Writing ConferenceSpring 2022 Student
Call for Papers!

Please register in Zoomadvance for the link

Since the Covid-19 pandemic, many have lost
loves ones and have experienced mental health

crises and isolation. We have witnessed a
racial reckoning after the murders of George

Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and others. Though
what was lost can never be regained, hope for
the future still remains. We are interested in
writing that explores the themes of hope and
rebuilding, though we will accept writing on
any topic. We are looking for the following

genres of writing:
Critical/Argumentative Essays

Research Essays
Narrative Essays

Short Stories
Poetry

attachedCompleted applications with

writing (full length essays, excerpts,

Prizes of $250, $100, and $50 noshould be submittedproposals, etc.)

later May 6th.than Friday,

an accommodation, please contact Holly Batty at least 10 days before eventIf you need this

event is sponsored by Guided Pathways and the(battyhk@lavc.edu). This Associated Student Union.
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If you need an accommodation, please contact Holly Batty at least 10 days before this event 

(battyhk@lavc.edu). This event is sponsored by Guided Pathways and the Associated Student Union. 
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